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Abstract 
We consider words which are prime (no suffix/subword/scattered subword removed from them 
can lead to a solution) for all instances of PCP for which they are solutions. We compare such 
words with words which are prime solutions for some instances of PCP, a type of words already 
intensively investigated. 
1. Prime solutions of PCP 
For an alphabet A, we denote by A* the free monoid generated by A under the 
operation of concatenation; the empty word is denoted by A and A+ = A* - {A}. For 
x E A*, a E A we denote by 1x1 the length of x and by l& the number of occurrences 
of the symbol a in x. 
By an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem we mean a pair (g. h) of non- 
erasing morphisms g, h : 2* + A*, where 2 and A are finite alphabets, such that 
card( .YS) 3 2 and g # h. The equality set associated to such an instance is denoted by 
E(g, h) = {w E 2+ 1 g(w) = h(w)}. 
In this set, we distinguish several classes of prime/primitive/nonsimplifiable solutions. 
Denote, for w E TS+: 
fin(w) = {u 1 w = ux, for some x E Z*}, 
sub(w) = {uruz I w = ulxu2, for some u1,u2,x E F}, 
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scatsub( w) = {Ul . . * Vk 1 W = Xl 6’1 _ * . X&, for SOme Xi, Vi E s*}. 
The sets of F-prime, S-prime and P-prime solutions of the instance PCP = (g, h) are 
defined by 
F(g, h) = {w E E(g, h) ( fin(w) n E(g, h) = {w}}, 
S(g, h) = {w E E(g, h) I sub(w) n E(g, h) = {w}}, 
P(g, h) = {w E E(g> h) I scatsub( w) n E(g, h) = {w}}. 
Let us denote by ‘H the set of all pairs (g, h) of nonerasing morphisms from some 
_E*, card( 2) 3 2, to some d*, such that g # h. A word w E _Z’+ is said to be F-prime 
if w E U@,h)Eli F(g, h). One defines in the same way S-words and P-words. 
We denote by F, S, P the sets of all F-words, S-words and P-words, respectively, and 
by F,, S,, P,, n 2 2, the sets of F-, S- and P-words defined as above for alphabets 2
with card( 2) = n. Denote also by E,, the set of solutions of PCP for such alphabets 2. 
The study of prime solutions of PCP in the previous sense was initiated in [7] and 
continued in [ 5,6,2,3 1. 
We recall from these papers a series of results which we need here. Always, the 
alphabet 2, the domain of morphisms we consider, will be of the form _I? = { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
Theorem 1.1 ( [2-41) . P,, c S,, c F, C E,,, n 2 3, all inclusions being proper. 
Theorem 1.2 ([2]). Zfg,h : 2* --) A*, card(Z) = 2, then P(g, h) = S(g, h) (hence 
P2 = S2). 
Lemma 1.4 ( [ 51). Zf w1 is a nontriviaEpre& of w satisfying $( WI ) = r#( w) for some 
(rational) number r, then w is not an F-word (I/J(W) is the Parikh vector associated 
to w.) 
Lemma 1.5 ([ 11). Zf WI, w;! E Z*, card(Z) = 2, such that WI, w2 E E(g, h) and 
Iw111/IW112 # lwl1/I~l2~ then g= h. 
2. Strongly prime PCP-words 
The idea is to replace -in some sense -the union in the definition of F-, S-, P-words 
by the intersection. 
Specifically, we say that w E .T* is strongly X-prime, X E {F, S, P}, iff 
( 1) there is an instance (g, h) E 7-f such that w E E(g, h), and 
(2) for all (g, h) E 32 such that w f E(g, h) we have w E X(g, h). 
We denote by XL, n > 2 the set of all strongly X-prime words over alphabets with n 
symbols, X E {F, S, P}. 
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From definitions. we have: 
Lemma 2.1. 
(i) X; & X,,fbdl n 2 2, x E {F,S,P}. 
(ii) P,’ c .I$ C FL, for dl n 2 2. 
For n 2 3, our definition turns out to be too restrictive: 
Theorem 2.2. FA = 0 for n > 3. 
Proof. Take w with card( alph( w) ) = n. Assume that w = iw’ and consider two symbols 
j, k different from i. Denote 
r = IW(j9 s = IWlk. 
For the morphisms g, h defined by 
g(i) = h(i) = a, 
g(j) = a2? g(k) = a2r, 
h(j) = us, h(k) = u3r, 
g(l) = h(l) = a, I$! {i,j,k}, 
we obtain 
g(w) = h(w) = 8, m=4rs+ C 1~1,. 
W{jkl 
Therefore, w E E( g, h) but w $Z F’, since g(i) = h(i). Cl 
Note that the previous proof is essentially based on the possibility to use periodic 
morphisms (with the same period). Is the result true also when we ignore such mor- 
phisms? Conjecture: Not. To make the conjecture plausible we notice that by ignoring 
also trivial instances, that is, imposing that g(a) # h(u) for all a E 2, the set Fi, 
defined in this restricted way, is not empty. Indeed, 123 E F3) since 1,123 E E(g, h) 
and 12,123 E E(g, h) imply that the corresponding instance is trivial. 
Anyway, for the set-up we have started with, only the case n = 2 remains to be of 
interest. 
Theorem 2.3. w E Pi = s: 8 (IWll, 142) = 1. 
Proof. Clearly, w E Xi, for all X, if and only if w E n X( g, h), the intersection being 
taken over all (g, h) such that w E E( g, h), g, h being defined on an alphabet with n 
symbols. Together with Theorem 1.2, this implies that Si = Pi. 
A word w of the form (IwIr,Iwl2) = 1 is indeed strongly P-prime by Lemma 1.5, 
since its proper scattered subwords are all of different ratio. 
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On the other hand, if ((~(1, 1~1~) = t > 1 we can distinguish a scattered subword 
wt for which (Iwtlt,lwt12) = (T,s) = 1 and e(w) = @(WI). For the morphisms g, h 
defined by 
g(1) =h(2) =a, 
g(2) = a’+‘, 
h( 1) = as+‘, 
both wt and w are solutions (g(wt) = h(wt) = r + s + rs and g(w) = h(w) = 
t(r+s+rs)). Hence wg’P2/. 0 
Together with Lemma 1.3 this implies that the sets S2 = 9 and Si = Pi are not equal 
since 1’2’ # Pi if i 2 2. 
The relation between F2 and F,’ still remains to be settled. 
Theorem 2.4. F2 = F2/. 
Proof. We have already pointed out that Fi 2 F2. Conversely, take w E F2. If w # F,’ 
then there exists an instance (g, h) such that g # h, w = wtw2, w E E(g, h) and WI E 
E(g,h), WI # w. According to Lemma 1.5 it follows that Iwtlt/(wt)2 = Iwlt/lwl2. For 
I = lwtlt/lwlt we obtain @(WI) = r+(w), hence according to Lemma 1.4, w 6 F2, a 
contradiction. Consequently, w E Fi, hence F2 = Fi. 0 
We can now characterize these sets completely. From [2] we obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 2.5. w E F2 = Fi iff w has no proper prefies WI for which @/(WI ) = r@(w) , 
r is a rational number. 
Summarizing the results above, we have 
P2’ = S; c P2 = S2 c F2 = F2/ c E2 
all inclusions being proper. Furthermore, these sets have all been characterized except 
the set P2 = S2 for which the following conjecture was presented in [ 21. 
Conjecture. w E P2 = S2 iff (IwIt, Iwl2) = 1 or w E l+2+ U 2+1+. 
Note added in proof 
Theorem 1.2 is known to be valid only if at least one of the morphisms g and h is 
periodic. This affects only the equation PZ = S2. We can say only that P2 C &. 
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